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Pool Sizes
16’x34.5’ 5’8” 16’x39’ 6’

1. A zero entry that is perfect for dipping 
your toes in the water and lounging at 
the water’s edge. 

2. Non-skid surface on the floor, stairs 
and benches is easy on your feet and 
your suit.

3. A 12” deep sun shelf and swim-out are 
perfect for ledge lounging and soaking 
up the sun. 

4. A courtesy ledge around the deep-end 
gives you a place to take a break and 
stand.

You’ll feel like every day is a lazy 
day by the sea with Sandal. It brings 
all the joy of a day at the beach 
without the sand in your swimsuit!

Sandal Beach Entry
Utility Pool Body Patent US 10,358,837
Utility Pool System Patent US 10,472,839

https://thursdaypools.com/pool-designs/sandal-beach-entry/


*Handrail, rope with floats, and safety equipment may have been removed for photography purposes. 
Thursday Pools requires its pools to be installed with a handrail and be in compliance with all federal, 
state and local building codes.

Benefits of Fiberglass
Fiberglass pools are elegant, durable and beautiful, but the surface 
beauty is just the beginning of the story. Here are just a few reasons 
why you would choose a Thursday Pools fiberglass pool: 

 · They’re handcrafted by skilled artisans in a factory-
controlled environment. 

 · Less maintenance and chemicals equals more free time for you. 

 · High-end design features like tanning shelves and benches. 

 · They give you low lifetime cost of ownership with no 
replastering. 

 · The surface and designs are pet-friendly with multiple 
entry and exit points. 

 · The smooth surface won’t snag swimsuits or cause 
scratches.

Thursday Pools Will Provide You With the Best Fiberglass 
Pool Available and Be a Resource Long After Installation 

see more @ thursdaypools.com

*Non-Diving Pool *Non-Diving Pool
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